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Introduction
The Izaak Walton League, founded in 1922, is one of the oldest and most respected conservation
organizations in the nation. By taking a common‐sense approach toward protecting our country's
natural heritage, the League champions the motto “Defenders of soil, air, woods, waters, and wildlife.”
As new generations of conservationists are born, the League strives to educate youth about the
importance of our nation’s resources. The League’s Creek Freaks program uses a curriculum called
Holding onto the Green Zone which was developed by the Bureau of Land Management and the
University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension. Creek Freaks introduces youth to the importance of
water quality, and intricate system of the riparian or “Green” zone.
The Izaak Walton League has partnered with OAR Northwest who will be delivering Creek Freaks
curriculum during their Adventure Mississippi River trip. Adventure Mississippi River (AMR) blends real
life adventure with technology to reach students both locally and beyond the Mississippi River
watershed. AMR aims to inspire students to experience an adventure in their local environment,
understand the potential environmental impacts of their actions, and engage in the rich history and
diversity of species along the Mississippi River and its immense watershed.

Module #4
Holding onto the Green Zone Lesson: Plant Power
Riparian zone plants are the critical link in shaping the rest of the riparian zone. Explore deeper into
what makes a good riparian plant. Students can use the plants and information provided in this
document or make their own observations about local plants. The plants can be from anywhere (not
exclusively riparian plants) because the goal is to determine if their roots would be suitable for a riparian
area.

Background
Riparian vegetation produces a variety of root systems that bind the soil and hold it in place. It traps
sediment that builds stream banks and forms productive wet meadows and floodplains. Vegetation
reduces sedimentation that can pollute water supplies, affect hydroelectric reservoirs, and clog
waterways. Colonizers are plants species that become established in open, barren areas; they are
among the first plants to occupy open sites. In riparian areas, they colonize edges of areas of deposition,
such as point bars, or areas where stream banks have freshly eroded. Their specialized root systems
spread quickly, but the roots are shallow and the stems are relatively weak.
Colonizers are stoloniferous—they send out stems above ground and where the nodes touch the soil,
roots grow down into the soil. Colonizers initiate shallow roots every few centimeters, and as the force
of water aligns their stems parallel to the water’s edge, they develop temporary bands or stringers of
vegetation along stream edges. Their primary function is to filter and catch very fine, flour‐like
sediments and build substrate for the stronger, more permanent stabilizing species. As such, they play a
crucial role in initiating recovery and maintenance of stream banks.
Stabilizers are plant species that become established along edges of streams, rivers, ponds, and lakes in
the riparian zone. Although they generally require wet conditions for establishment, some may persist in
drier conditions once they have become firmly established. They commonly have strong, cord‐like
rhizomes as well as deep fibrous root masses. Additionally, they have coarse leaves and strong crowns,
which, along with their massive root systems, are able to buffer stream banks against the erosive forces
of moving water. Along with enhancing stream bank strength, they filter sediments and, with the forces
of water, they build and rebuild eroded portions of stream banks. It is important to note that there are
specific plant species that have the root masses necessary to hold onto stream banks. A partner from a
natural resource agency or organization should be able to advise the group on plants in the area that
have these characteristics and those that do not.

Unit 2, Station 1, Activity 3—Plant Power
Description: Learners will observe detailed drawings of plants and examine characteristics that
can help maintain a healthy riparian zone.
Duration: 35 minutes
Setting: Indoor
Skills: Categorizing, comparing, describing, observing, recording data, visualizing
Objectives: Learners will be able to describe characteristics of plants that allow them to help
maintain a healthy riparian zone.
Materials:



Copies of Plant Characteristics sheet
Pencils

Credit: Heidi Natura, Conservation Research Institute

Unit 2, Station 1, Activity 3 – Plant Power
In this activity, you will look at illustrations
of several species of plants and rate
them according to whether they have
characteristics that can help maintain a
healthy riparian zone.

Directions

Look at the illustrations and read the plant
characteristics information for each of the
plants. Create a Plant Power Chart, like the
one below, in your Zone Notes. Use what
you know about colonizers and stabilizers
to fill out the chart. Use the following scale
to rate each of the plants according to the
characteristics listed; then add the numbers
in each column.

Your team will need:

•

Plant Characteristics Sheet for
the Nebraska Sedge, Broadleaf
Cattail, Oxeye Daisy, and Common
Dandelion (see next page)

•

Plant Power Chart, like the one
below

1 = undesirable or low value
2 = somewhat desirable or medium value
3 = very desirable or high value

Plant Power Chart
Plant characteristics

Nebraska
Sedge

Broadleaf
Cattail

Oxeye Daisy

Common
Dandelion

Root type
Strength of crown
Thrives in continually wet
soils (water-saturated soils)
Totals

Zone Notes - Plant Power
•

According to your rating system, which of the plants would be the most
effective at holding onto soils in the riparian zone? Why?

•

Sometimes scientists will assess a very green riparian zone and find that it’s
not functioning properly—stream banks have collapsed into the water and
water quality is poor. What are some reasons that the plants didn’t do the job
they were expected to do?
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Plant Characteristics

Type and
Strength of
Crown

Root type

Minimum
root depth

Height at
maturity

Tolerance of
continually
wet soils

Nebraska sedge
(Carex nebrascensis)

Rhizomatous—
underground
stems sprout
additional stems
above ground
and dense
underground
roots

Fibrous—
dense roots
branch
and spread
sideways
and down

25 cm

.9 m

High

Broadleaf cattail
(Typha latolia)

Rhizomatous

Fibrous

35 cm

1.5 m

High

Oxeye daisy
(Leucanthemum vulgare)

Bunch—upright
growth with
spaces between
each bunch

Horizontal
stems below
the surface
form roots

20 cm

40 cm

Low

Dandelion
(Taraxacum
officinale)

Single crown

Tap—one
large thick
root like a
carrot

15 cm

15 cm

None
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Mississippi Application
1) Take a field trip to a local riparian zone and observe the vegetation. Is the vegetation healthy?
Are there mostly colonizers or stabilizers? Are they functioning how they should? [This outdoor
portion can be combined with the outdoor stream monitoring portions of the curriculum to
come in future modules]
2) Students can make their own plant guide by finding plants, taking pictures of them, and writing
descriptions based on their appearance and functions they may serve for a riparian area. This
could be a great “take home” piece. This can be customized to your geographic area. Plants
found streamside in the temperate Northeast are not likely to be the same found alongside
desert streams in the Southwest. Use local plant guides or contact a local natural resource
professional for help with identification.

Extension Activity
1) Have students create a plant that would function well in a riparian zone. Have students invent
plant adaptations that would work well to slow down water, prevent erosion, and capture
sediment. Have students draw or use graphic design software to create images of their plants,
and have them write descriptions of the adaptations. The plant adaptations can be fictional (i.e.
monster roots that reach into the stream and grab sediment) but the overall goals of riparian
plants and their importance should be conveyed.

For more information and for additional activities please visit www.creekfreaks.net/library to download
the Holding onto the Green Zone Action Guide.

